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We are concerned with the solution of stochastic differential equations 
(or stochastic systems), linear or nonlinear, where coefficients of the differential 
operator (or parameters in the dynamical system) are stochastic processes. 
An iterative method is developed generalizing the author’s previous work 
on the linear case to nonlinear systems. 
Consider the nonhomogeneous, nonlinear, stochastic differential equation 
of the form 
5?y + dqy, P,...) = x(t) 
where 9 is a linear stochastic (differential) operator [l] of the form dp = 
E:‘:=, a$, w> Wdt”, where a,(t, w), t E T, w E (~2, 9, p), a probability space, 
are (possibly complex) stochastic processes for v  = 0, l,..., 71 - 1; J(T(y, j,...) 
is a nonlinear term of the form CFzO &(t, w)[y(~)]~‘~; and the /3,, and s(t) are 
stochastic processes on T x Q. 
Proceeding as we have in the purely linear case for 2y = x(t) [l], the 
operator 2’ is assumed separable into the sum of a deterministic operator L 
whose Green’s function can be determined and R, a random operator. 
Each coefficient a,(t) = (a,(t)> + OLy(t), where (a,) exists and is continuous 
on T, and 4 is random. It may be that (a,> is constant (stationarity to first 
order) which makes the Green’s function simpler (see [I, p. 10801) but it is 
not necessary. As in the earlier work, we assume the coefficient a,(t) of 
the nth derivative term is greater than zero and is deterministic, thus random- 
ness may occur in all other coefficients. We have considered also cases in 
which the processes are defined on different probability spaces, e.g., a, on 
(QV, 3$, pV), v  = 0, l,..., n - 1; 6, on (9,) FU, pU); and x(t) on (Q, , 
s s, pz) for t E T but in the interests of clarity will avoid an excess of 
generality. The solution process y(t) is a stochastic process on (62, F, CL) 
for t E T (or in the case where the measure spaces are different, on their 
Cartesian product). 
The coefficient processes u,(t) and b,(t), or for that matter any deter- 
ministic transformation &a, , a, ,..., u,~_, ; b, , b, ,...) of the coefficient 
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processes is assumed statistically independent from .x(t). It might be interest- 
ing to reexamine this when much more progress has been made but it is a 
reasonable assumption in a large class of problems. The coefficient processes 
a, and b, , and therefore their random parts q(t) and p,,(t), as well as the 
input x(t) are assumed continuous a.e. so almost all sample functions are 
bounded. (Alternatively, one can consider the actual coefficient processes 
replaced by “equivalent” stochastic processes having with probability one 
continuous sample functions [2].) Specifically let au(t) belong to the class 
of functions P(t) a.e., i.e., a, and its first n derivatives exist and are con- 
tinuous on T for w E Q (or w, EJ~, for v  = 0, I,..., n - 1) and assume 
1 &~,(t, u)jath ) < Al, , a constant, or possibly Air,, , where K = 0, I,..., n--l. 
Similar properties hold for b, and the input term x(t, w) is bounded on T 
(see [l, p. 1083]), i.e., / x(t, w)I < Ma, a constant for all t E T. The deter- 
ministic operator L has an inverse L-l for fixed w E Q. Hence (ignoring the 
solution of the homogeneous equation-(see [I, p. 10771). 
y(t, w) r= L-l x(t, w) -L-l Ry(t, w) -L-l N(y, j ,...) (1) 
or in terms of the Green’s function I(t, T) for the operator L, 
y(t, w) = jot Z(t, T) S(T, w) dr - j; l(t, T) nc a,(~, w) (&y(~, w)/d~“) dT 
v=ll 
- jot4 4 2 bu(T, w) (d”~(+‘dP)mu dT. 
The limits are a matter of choice and of the memory involved (see [l]). 
The second term, L-l Ry, is treated precisely as in the earlier work where 
we developed a “stochastic Green’s theorem” using the adjoint operator, 
or successive integrations by parts, obtaining a “stochastic bilinear con- 
comitant” term which was zero because of well-known properties of the 
Green’s function I(t, T) at one limit and because of zero initial conditions at 
the other limit. Thus we would assume zero initial conditions a.e. so that 
for 0 ,( K < n - I, we have P{w: y(k) (0, w) = 0} = 1. If  we do not assume 
zero initial conditions but assume instead the initial conditions are random, 
the previously-zero stochastic bilinear concomitant term must be carried 
along in the analysis, an additional complication. We have assumed both 
the Z(t, T) andy(t, W) are of class Cn on T which may be either a finite interval 
from an initial instant taken as zero or possibly the (0, co) interval on R. 
(t may be a vector as well as a scalar but we do not wish to obscure the 
analysis by over generalizations.) Consider the L-l RJJ term in (1) and (2) 
looking at the Rth term, K > 0; 
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J -t Z(t, T) LY~(T, w)~‘~‘(T, w) dT 0 
= Z(t, T) a,(~, w) y(‘-‘)(r, w) I:, - jot [Z(t, T) CU~(T, w)](l) y(-(~, w) dT 
== z(t, T) ‘Q(T, W) #‘-l) (7, W) 1; - [@, T) Q(T, W)](‘) y(k--2)(T, W) II, 
+ .r,’ [z(t, T) OIk(T, w)]‘“’ Jr’k-2’(T, W) dT 
5= . . . 
k-l 
(3) 
= z. (- 1)” [@, 7) iYk(T, “)]“’ y(-‘)(T, W) 1; 
+ (-1)” jot [l(f, T) Q(T, OJ)]‘“) y(T, W) dT. 
Consequently L-1 Ry in (1) becomes 
L-1Ry = .r t l(t, T) RY(T, w) dT 0 
n-1 k-l 
z. z. (- 1)” [l(t, T) %(T, w)l(“) Y(k-l-“)(T, w, If, 
(4) 
+ ;; (- 1)” Iot [&, 7) %(T, W)]‘“’ y(T, W) A. 
The last term, as in [l], is rewritten as 
1 t Y(T, w) R+[@, T)] dT ‘0 
(Or $, k(4 7) Y(T) d 7 w h ere k is a new Green’s function or in this case, a 
“feedback impulse function”) and the adjoint operator is defined by 
R+[l(t,T)] = '2 (-1)" K(~.(T 
k=O 
dTk h 3 
OJ)& , T  . )) 
The first term of (4) is the s.b.c. (stochastic bilinear concomitant) term 
which we will abbreviate as U[y(T, w); Z(t, ~)]\i . Thus 
1 t [z(h T) Ry(7, w) - J’(T, w) R+Z(t, T)] dT = +‘(T, w); l(t, T)] II, -0 
is a stochastic Green’s formula, 
409/55/z-73 
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Properties of the Green’s functions are given by [3]: 
(i) Z(t, 7) and (8/W) Z(t, 7) are jointly continuous in t and T- on 
T x T for 1 < k < n. 
(ii) (8C/W) Z(t, 7)ltC7 = 0 for 0 < R :.z Iz - 2. 
(iii) (@lj6t”-‘) Z(t, 7)lt,+ = l/a,(~). 
(iv) L&t, T) = 0 (th e subscript indicates the operator acts on t). 
(v) If  Y is the Green’s function corresponding to R and r+ the Green’s 
function corresponding to R+ we have Rtt = R and r+(x, y) = -r(y, s). 
Hence (using the continuity property) 
& Qt, T) lb = - g l+(T, t) 1,=f = 0 (O<h<n-2) 
where It is the Green’s function corresponding to Lt. 
The s.b.c. term is (using Miller’s notation [3]): 
n-1 P-1 
U[Y(T, w); I(t, T)] 1; = c c (- 1)” [qt, T) cQ(T, W)]‘“’ y(k--l-V)(r, w) 1; . 
P=O v=o 
At the upper limit the s.b.c. is zero because of the properties of the Green’s 
functions. If  we have zero initial conditions with probability one as assumed, 
the s.b.c. vanishes as in our earlier work. However, if random initial conditions 
are assumed, this requires carrying along the s.b.c., i.e., at the lower limit, 
y  and its derivatives are given random variables at t = 0. (This case will be 
separately reported for reasons of length.) 
For zero initial conditions then the L--l Ry term becomes 
1” I@, T) Ry(7, w) do = [’ R,t[l(t, T)] Y(T, w) dT, (5) 
‘0 ‘0 
a result for linear stochastic operators developed in the work of Adomian 
(see particularly [I]), analogous to results for ordinary linear differential 
operators. Using (5) we have now 
y(t, w) = L-‘X(t, w) - .i,t R,+[Z(t, T)] y(T, W) dT - L-lx(y, 9 ,... ). P-3) 
Using the notation of [l], we define F(t, w) = si Z(t, T) x(7, W) dT absorbing 
also into F the neglected homogeneous solution and define also 
n-1 
K(t, 7, w) I= R,+l(t, T) = c (- 1)” & [ak(~) l(t, T)]. 
k=O 
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The w in K is from the measure space of the OL, i.e., k is dependent on the a’s 
while F is dependent on the measure space of the x(t) if different. Let us 
assume for the moment that Jtr(y, y,...) is zero simply to establish cor- 
respondence to our earlier results. Now (6) is rewritten 
y(t, w) = F(t, w) - 6 K(f, 7, u)y(~, w) dT. (7) 
The input x is bounded a.e. in T and 1 is bounded. As suggested in [I], 
we write 
]F(t, w)I -c MS -=c co a.e. t E T 
Since 1 is continuous and 01 is continuous with probability one, and almost 
all sample functions are bounded 
K(t, 7; W) < M < co a.e. 
Equation (7) is a stochastic Volterra integral equation whose solution was 
found by Adomian and Sibul. We write it conveniently as 
y(t, w) = F(t, co) - Jo’ r(t, T; w) F(7, w) dT. (8) 
The “stochastic resolvent kernel” r [4, 51 
qt, 7, w) = f (-1p-1 K,(t, 7, w), 
m=1 
s t K?,(t, 7; w) = K(t, ~1; w)K,-~(T~,T; w) dT1 t (9) 0 
K,(t, T; w) = K(t, 7; w). 
Consider the magnitude of K,(t, T; w). Since 1 K 1 < M and the Km term 
involves m - 1 integrations, 
F 
t 
K,(t, T; w) = K(t, ~1; w) Km-l(~l , 7; w) dT, 
-7 
we have replaced the bottom limit by 7 since the integration over rl starts 
from zero but there is no impulse until 7. 
(11) 
Since I K 1 < M and K,,, involves m - 1 integrations, clearly 
1 K, 1 < hfm(t - T)-‘/(m - I)! (12) 
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(or simply IP/(m - l)! if we choose to take the interval as [0, 11, i.e., since t, 
r E [0, 11, 1 t - 7 1 < 1). Having seen each kernel is bounded, we consider 
the infinite sum involved in I’ 
/ qt, r; co)! = f (- l)l,r-1 k’,,(t, 7; w) i 
na=l 
(13) 
for w E Q a.e. (see [l]). Thus r converges as recognized first by Sibul [4]. 
Since both / F(t, w)I and j r(t, T, w)l are bounded, the solution exists for 
the linear case as recognized by Sibul and by Adomian. 
We return now to the original nonlinear problem by rewriting (6) now as 
3’(t, w) = qt, w) - jot qt, T; w) ~(7, w) dT - j; 4~ 4 4~(4 Y(T),-.) do. 
We have indicated JI’ can depend on y or higher derivatives in the form 
C, b,(t, ~)[y(~)]~p. Of course, a particular derivative might appear more than 
once; saturation effects and sharp discontinuities may be involved. However, 
in most problems we would only have a single term, say b(t, w)y2 for example. 
More terms simply mean more work, as we will see. Let us first take 
.N(y, j,...) = N(y) = b(t, u)y2(t) to examine what we can do in the 
nonlinear (stochastic) case. Our equation now has the form 
Y(t) = G(t) - jofg(4 ?Y(7)) dT, (14) 
a nonlinear Volterra integral equation of the second kind with y(t) defined 
on 0 < t .< a (with a = + oo not excluded). The solution at any time t 
depends on values of y(T) in 0 ,( 7 < t and not on values where 7 > t. As 
in the iterative procedure in [l] let y = x:?, (-l)iyi . We have 
y = L-lx - L-lRy - L-'by' 
= L-lx - L-lR( y. - y1 + y2 . ..) - L-lb( y. - y1 + y2 me.)’ 
= L-lx - L-IRy, + L-‘Ry, - L-‘Ry, ... (15) 
- L-lb( yo2 + y12 + y22 + *.m 
- 2YoY1 + 2YclY2 ... 
- 2y,3’2 + 2y,y, -..). 
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We see that the nonlinear term brings in all the cross product terms, e.g., 
terms involving yr appear in products involving ya , ya , etc. As in the linear 
case, we identifyy, = L-lx = F(t). In the linear case we havey, = L-lRy,, = 
L-IRL-lx, i.e., each yi could be worked back to the yO or the F(t) term which 
was statistically independent of the operator so ensemble averages separated 
without closure approximations or assumptions of special nature on the 
processes. Now we add the correction term L-%JJ,,~ to the y1 term but because 
of the statistical independence of the system from the input, no problem arises. 
Proceeding in the same manner, identifying for each yi only the terms 
preceding it, we have the following: 
yo = L-lx 
y1 = L-lRyo + L-lby,” 
y2 = L-lRy, - L-lby12 + 2L-‘by,yl 
y3 = L-lRy, + L-%yz2 + 2L-%y,y2 - 2L-lby,y, 
etc. 
(16) 
The relations are nonlinear but they are calculable. The important thing is 
that each of the yi can be calculated in terms of the preceding terms as in the 
earlier linear analysis until ensemble averages taken later can be separated. 
We observe the first terms on the right are the terms obtained for the linear 
case 9y = X; the others are the corrections obtained for the nonlinear case. 
When JV is zero we have the linear solution. If it is not we have a more 
general solution. 
Let us consider a more complicated example. Let JV = /3y2 + w’~ where 
fi and y represent stochastic processes. We get 
y CL-lx -L-1Ry -L-'fly3 -L-$,(y')3 
=Y~---~R(Y,-Y~~+Y,~~~)---~~(~,-Y~,+Y,~~~)~ 
- L-ly(yo' - yl' + . ..)" (17) 
(assuming uniform convergence) 
= y. - L-‘Ry, + L-IRy, - L-IRy, 0.. 
- L--lp(ygz + Y12 + y22 + ... - 2YoY1 + 2Y,Y, **- --2Y,Y2 + 2Y,Y, ...I 
- L-‘Y( yS + 3y,jri2 + 3y,‘Yi2 + 3y,‘yj2 - 3yh2yl ’ + 3yh2y2’ - 3yd”h 
- ~YO’Y~‘Y~‘+ ~YO’Y~‘Y~’ 6~0’~2’y3 + 6~1’~2’~3’ - 
- y;” 3y,‘yi2 3y,g + 3y$’ 3yi2y3 - - - 
+ 3y; y;2 - 3y;2y,‘+ yi3 - yi3 + --). 
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W e get now 
y. = L-12 
y1 = L-lRy, + L-$9y,* + L-lyyh3 
y2 = L-IRy, - L-l/3~,~ + 2L-$t?y,,y, (18) 
- L5(3y,’ y;’ - 3y;j, - y;“) 
The procedure is straightforward and easily programmable for computer 
computation. 
It is clear from (15) that instead of y,, = F(t); y1 = jK(t, 7) Y,,(T) dT, 
y2 = JK(t, T) yl(~) dT,..., we have 
yo =w; 
~1 = j 46 4 Ye dT + j 4~ 7) 47) yo2(~) dT; (19) 
Ye = j m dYdT) dT - j &, T) b(T) b12cT) - ~Yo(~)Y~(~)~ dT, etc. 
As a further example of interest we now consider the case of an exponential 
nonlinearity. 
E~~~nentiul nonlinearity. Let Jt’(y, y,...) = be”. (Whether b is or is not 
stochastic is taken into account when we ensemble average to determine the 
statistics.) We have 
Zy + beg = x 
with the 3’ and .x defined as before. We have now 
y = L-lby - L-1Ry -L-lb@ 
= L-lx - L-IRy - L-lb( 1 + y + ys/2! -.) 
= L-lx - L-lR(yo - y1 + yz . ..) 
-L-W1 + (yo - ~1 + 3’2 -..) + (yo - yl + y2 -.)2/2 -1 
y = L-lx - L-IRy, + L-IRy, - L-IRy, a.. 
- L-lb[l + 3’0 - y1 + .Y* -.* + Yo2P + Y12/2 + y2*/2 -*- 
- yo3’1 + YoJ’r *** 
-YYlYe +Yl?‘r *** 
. . . I* 
We obtain 
y. = L-lx 
y1 = L-lRy, + L-lb + L-lby, + L-Iby,*/ 
ye = L-lRy, + L-lby, - L-lby,2/2 + L-lby y 0 1 etc. 
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Arbitrary nonlinear functions J’“(y). By virtue of series expansions, as 
suggested by the preceding example, we can consider arbitrary deterministic 
nonlinear functions N(y) expanding in powers of y. As an example let 
N(y) = b cos y. We obtain 
y = L-lx - L-‘Ry - L-lb(l - ya/2! + ya/4! . ..) 
= L-4 - L-‘R( y. - y1 + y2 em.) 
- L-lb + L-‘b( y0 - y1 + yz *. .)2/2! + . . . . 
Consequently, 
y1 = L-lRy, + L-lb - L-lby,2/2! 
3~~ = L-lRy, + L-%y,2/2! - L-lby,y, etc. 
Perturbation case. JV = <by2 where b may be stochastic. Here we get 
y. = L-lx, y1 = L-lRy,, + EL-lby02, yz = L-lRy, - cL-lby,z + 2eL-‘by,yl , 
y3 = L-lRy, + eL-lby22 + 2eL-lby0yz - 2eL-lby,y, , etc. We can easily 
determine (y), or higher statistics, in the various subcases, e.g., R = 0 
and b is deterministic, etc. 
We might also consider 6pr + .N(y, j,...) = x in the cases a,(t) = 
(a,> + ECC, and b,(t) = (0 + 4, , i.e., where the coefficient processes 
involve only small fluctuations, for various forms of J”. It is clear from the 
preceding papers that no additional difficulties are encountered; an earlier 
paper (for the linear case) showed that where perturbation theory was 
applicable, results obtained were identical to those for perturbation theory. 
Deterministic nonlinear equation. Let us consider as a specific case the 
case J(y) = by2, i.e., we have the random operator R = 0 and b, = b = 
constant, a, = a = constant. Thus y = L-lx - L-%y2. Proceeding as 
before, y = L-lx - L-lb& - y1 + y2 *=e)2. We obtain 
yo = L-lx 
y1 = L-%y 2 0 
yz = -L-lby12 + 2~-‘byoyl 
~3 = L-lb2 + 2L-lby,y., - 2L-lbyly2 
etc. The deterministic nonlinear equation has, of course, been the subject 
of substantial research to which connection should be explored for various 
forms of JV. Relationships with the Hammerstein integral, the bifurcation 
method, etc., are topics to be considered. 
Mixed cases. Two interesting cases are the cases in which (a) 2 is 
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stochastic and Jy is deterministic or (b) 9 is deterministic (2 = L, R = 0) 
and M is stochastic. For the latter case, the preceding example still applies 
for the recursive calculation but b is now stochastic. The results are included 
in the general nonlinear stochastic case by setting R = 0. 
Convergence. We have seen that convergence holds for the linear case under 
the assumptions stated since 1 F(t, w)/ is bounded and 1 r(t, 7, w)I is bounded. 
We now assume the same conditions of boundedness on b,(t, W) as on 
a,(t, W) so almost all sample functions are bounded. It is easy to see that the 
solution exists for the nonlinear case as well. Consider for example the case 
dV(?,) = by2. Since y0 = L-?r, which is bounded because the “input” 
term .1c is bounded and yr differs from the yr for the linear case only by the 
addition of the term L-16y,2 where b is bounded by assumption, yi is bounded. 
Hence y2 is bounded, etc. 
Statistics of the solution process. Our objective, as in the earlier papers 
on linear systems, is to calculate the statistics-first- and second-order- 
in terms of the statistics of the input processes and coefficient processes. 
In general these would be expected to depend on complete statistical knowl- 
edge rather than on first- and second-order statistics only but desirably in 
some cases on expected values and covariances only. In taking the expectation 
of y(t, W) we note the statistical independence of F and also of the correction 
terms arising in the nonlinear case from F(t) because of our iterative process. 
In the linear case, (y) was the twofold integral of y(t, w) over the measure 
spaces of the x process and the coefficients OL, . Now we have a threefold 
integration because of the b(t, w) coefficients. However, because of the 
iteration back to F(t) where statistical independence can be invoked, the 
only real change is that the integral over the nonlinear term is over the 
measure space of the B’s instead of the 01’s and the third integral is unity. 
Thus no problem arises in writing <y(t, w)i and K,(tl , t2) from the above 
solution. In the linear case, e.g., for ,“T) we had (y(t, w) = ::F(t, w)) - 
s (r(t, 7, w))(F(7, w)) dr. Now we get the correction terms involving JV with 
no difficulties in separation of ensemble averages or any assumptions 
of highly special processes. Reference [4] established that results of perturba- 
tion theory would be obtained where perturbation theory was applicable. 
The averaging involved has been discussed in previous work [6]. For the 
linear case again (A’” = 0), we had 
y(t, w) = F(t, w) - f ” T’(t, T, wa)F(7, ws) dr. 
‘0 
The statistical measures we seek are .:~:y:‘, and R,, or K,, , the correlation 
or the covariance. To determine 0~) we must average the solution y(t, w) 
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over the probability space of the x process and the probability space of the 
coefficient (or LX) process (or the Cartesian product of all the al’s if different). 
Thus 
(u> = jagYk w) 4% = ja ja u(h w) 4% dp, 
a 0 
= (F(t, w,)> - s,' (r(t, 7, ~a)> <F(T, %)i dT. 
For the nonlinear case, we have 
( y j = (F(t, w,)> - jot (r(t) 7, %)> (F(T) %)) dT 
- jot z@, T> jQBjD J1’“(J’(T), dT) “‘  dT. 2 
It is simplest to consider the problem for the specific .N, find the iterative 
terms y. , y1 , y2 ,... and then take the ensemble averages. 
The autocorrelation function Ryy(tl , 2 t ) is found by taking the average 
<r(t, , w> Y*P, 3 w)>- Thus 
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which we have shown previously [4] will reduce to the (y) and R,, obtained 
by perturbation theory where perturbation theory would be applicable. In 
the nonlinear case, we proceed in the same manner but general expressions 
may be less useful. We carry out the iteration for the specific M(y), find 
the series solution y = yO - yi + yn ... and then average for ,(y) or form 
the product y(tl) y*(t,) and average for R,, . Further study of these statistics 
appears elsewhere [7]. 
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